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These standards are found in the APA Manual under Rule 6.12.
1.

When a work has two authors, cite both authors’ names followed by the date of
publication every time you reference the work.
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Many therapy techniques are not built on evidence based research (Jung & Newton, 2009). This
is a problem in the mental health field that must be addressed (Jung & Newton, 2009).
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2.

When a work has three, four, or five authors, cite all authors’ names the first time
you reference the work, but for future references, list only the first author’s last
name followed by et al. and the date of publication.
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A schizophrenic often has a disturbed sense of self (Bargenquast, Schweitzer, & Drake, 2015).
Therapy that specifically targets individuals’ abilities to conceive of themselves can greatly help
schizophrenic patients (Bargenquast et al., 2015).
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3.

When a work has six or more authors, list only the first author’s last name followed
by et al. and the date of publication every time you cite it in your paper.
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How Schizophrenics think about thinking has not be examined sufficiently (Hillis et al., 2015).
Losing the ability to reflect in a metacognitive manner leaves people without a clear context of
the past, present, and future (Hillis et al., 2015).
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